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ABSTRACT
We present a generic algorithm to search for dwarf galaxies in photometric catalogs and apply it to the Pan-
Andromeda Archaeological Survey (PAndAS). The algorithm is developed in a Bayesian framework and, contrary
to most dwarf galaxy search codes, makes use of both the spatial and color–magnitude information of sources in a
probabilistic approach. Accounting for the significant contamination from the Milky Way foreground and from the
structured stellar halo of the Andromeda galaxy, we recover all known dwarf galaxies in the PAndAS footprint with
high significance, even for the least luminous ones. Some Andromeda globular clusters are also recovered and, in
one case, discovered. We publish a list of the 143 most significant detections yielded by the algorithm. The combined
properties of the 39 most significant isolated detections show hints that at least some of these trace genuine dwarf
galaxies, too faint to be individually detected. Follow-up observations by the community are mandatory to establish
which are real members of the Andromeda satellite system. The search technique presented here will be used in an
upcoming contribution to determine the PAndAS completeness limits for dwarf galaxies. Although here tuned to
the search of dwarf galaxies in the PAndAS data, the algorithm can easily be adapted to the search for any localized
overdensity whose properties can be modeled reliably in the parameter space of any catalog.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Astronomy has a long tradition of searching for the proverbial
needle in the proverbial haystack, made all the more prominent
in the current era of large systematic surveys of the night sky.
The search for Local Group dwarf galaxies—groupings of stars
tracking specific loci in luminosity and color—is a notable such
example. As the number of dwarf galaxies has increased in
parallel to the discovery of systems with ever fainter apparent
luminosities, so have the intricacies of search techniques.
Putting aside the Magellanic Clouds whose proximity and
luminosity renders them visible with the naked eye, initial dis-
coveries of Local Group dwarf galaxies were made possible
mid-twentieth century by the systematic observation of the night
sky with photographic plates, such as the Palomar Observatory
Sky Survey (Shapley 1939; Wilson 1955), or specific observa-
tions targeting the surroundings of the Andromeda galaxy (van
den Bergh 1972). Although they were carried out for another
50 yr, searches in these photographic surveys led to the discov-
ery of a limited number of new dwarf galaxies at the expense
of an excruciating search, followed up by epic campaigns of
photometric observations to derive the color–magnitude dia-
gram (CMD) of dwarf galaxy candidates (e.g., Karachentseva
& Karachentsev 1998; Whiting et al. 2007). Studies targeting
the M31 surroundings were more tractable, yet still limited by
the systematics of photographic plates (e.g., Armandroff et al.
1998; Karachentsev & Karachentseva 1999).
The advent of large CCD surveys and the homogeneity they
entail significantly bolstered our knowledge of Local Group
members. Two particular surveys have been key to the significant
increase in the number of known dwarf galaxies within a sphere
of ∼1 Mpc radius: the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS),
mainly for the discovery of Milky Way (MW) companions, and
the Pan-Andromeda Archaeological Survey (PAndAS) for the
discovery of companions to the M31/M33 couple. In addition,
the interest of the ongoing Panoramic Telescope and Rapid
Response System 1 (Pan-STARRS1) survey for the search for
Local Group dwarf galaxies has recently been made evident by
the discovery of two new Andromeda dwarf galaxies (Martin
et al. 2013). Algorithms developed to trawl these surveys for
Local Group satellites have been more and more involved with
the necessity to dig deeper and deeper into the noise, as well as
with the requirement to determine the surveys’ completeness
limits, a mandatory step to yield meaningful comparisons
between observations of dwarf galaxy systems and their model
counterparts.
Most of the techniques developed for searches through the
SDSS stellar catalog have relied on more or less complex
color(–color)–magnitude cuts so as to inspect only the distribu-
tion of stars with the broad properties of dwarf galaxy members
(Willman et al. 2002; Belokurov et al. 2007; Koposov et al.
2008), or that of stars which more closely follow fiducial tracks
in CM space (Walsh et al. 2009). In both cases, the resulting
catalog is then either binned, or convolved with a search kernel,
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to enable the location of significant stellar overdensities. Care
nevertheless needs to be given to misidentified red background
galaxies whose clustering can easily create false positives. The
comparison of the algorithmic significance from stellar catalogs
with their application to the catalog of galaxies from the same
survey, or the application of a detection-area criterion have both
been used in the past to limit the number of these false positives
(Koposov et al. 2008; Walsh et al. 2009).
Despite the improved efficiency of these more involved search
algorithms compared to the mere inspection of photographic
plates, they are still limited by at least two factors: the use
of sharp CM cuts which effectively give a probability of 0 or
1 for an object to be a potential dwarf galaxy member star,
and not directly accounting for contaminants through forward
modeling of local catalog objects. In theory, it would seem that
the maximum-likelihood-based matched-filter (MF) technique
(e.g., Kepner et al. 1999; Rockosi et al. 2002), applied without
binning the data, could bypass both these limitations. However,
it is too often forgotten that a mandatory requirement for the
MF technique is the assumption of a uniform contamination;
this requirement is seldom validated for dwarf galaxy searches
that span large fractions of the MW sky and, therefore, suffer
from varying contamination. As a consequence, even though its
straight application can lead to some discoveries (e.g., Grillmair
2009), their true significance is difficult to quantify.
In this paper, we embark on a systematic search for dwarf
galaxies in the PAndAS survey. So far, all dwarf galaxies
discovered in PAndAS have been unveiled as high-significance
detections through the use of techniques similar to those
described above: as clear overdensities in the distribution of
stellar sources compatible with M31 red giant branch (RGB)
stars (Martin et al. 2006; Ibata et al. 2007; McConnachie et al.
2008), or through the application of an MF technique for the
faintest ones (Martin et al. 2009; Richardson et al. 2011). These
new dwarf galaxies have already revealed significant clues
about the M31 satellite system (e.g., Ibata et al. 2013). Yet,
fainter dwarf galaxies, essential to constrain the faint end of
galaxy formation, must remain to be discovered given the low-
luminosity systems observed around the MW (e.g., Martin et al.
2008) and hints seen in the M31 outer halo (Mackey et al. 2013).
Moreover, a systematic search will enable us to determine the
search completeness limits, a necessary tool to reliably compare
observations with predictions from models of galaxy formation
in a cosmological context.
The search technique developed here aims at modeling
all sources of contamination (background compact galaxies,
foreground MW stars, and M31 stellar halo stars) and we place
ourselves in a Bayesian framework to forward model, at once,
the distribution of PAndAS stellar sources in both spatial and
CM spaces. The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2
is devoted to a quick description of the PAndAS survey and
data, and the data preparation for the particular problem at
hand, Section 3 presents the dwarf galaxy search algorithm and
focuses on the ingredients of our family of models, our priors,
and the application to the PAndAS data, and the findings of
the algorithm are detailed and discussed in Section 4 before we
conclude in Section 5.
Although presented as a dwarf galaxy search algorithm, it
should be noted that the basics of the algorithm detailed here
can be applied to other searches through any catalog with only
minimal modifications. As long as one has a family of reliable
models in the parameter space of the catalog for the targets of
the search, the principles laid out below remain applicable.
2. DATA
2.1. The PAndAS Survey
The PAndAS survey is a Large Programme of the
Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) conducted with
the MegaPrime/MegaCam wide-field camera over the period
2008–2011 (McConnachie et al. 2009; A. W. McConnachie
et al., in preparation). It builds on a pilot survey of the
Andromeda surroundings observed with the same instrument
and set up from 2003 until 2008 (Ibata et al. 2007; McConnachie
et al. 2008). At its completion, the survey encompasses most of
the region within a projected radius of ∼150 kpc from M31, and
∼50 kpc from M33. In total, it has a coverage of ∼390 deg2.
Each pointing of the 1 deg2 MegaCam camera was observed in
two bands (g and i) for 3 × 15 minutes under good to excellent
conditions (seeing 0.′′8 and median seeing values of 0.′′67 and
0.′′60 in the g and i band, respectively).
The details of the data reduction will be presented in an
upcoming publication coinciding with the public release of the
survey (A. W. McConnachie et al., in preparation; see also R. A.
Ibata et al., in preparation). In short, the data are preprocessed by
CFHT through their Elixir system (this includes de-biasing, flat-
fielding, and fringe-correcting the data as well as determining
the photometric zero points) before they are further processed
using a version of the Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit
photometry pipeline (Irwin & Lewis 2001) which was specially
tailored to CFHT/MegaCam observations. Here, the astrometry
of individual frames is refined and this information is used to
register and then stack component images to create the final
image products from which the survey catalogs are generated.
Finally, the astrometry is further refined, and objects from
the catalogs are morphologically classified (stellar, non-stellar,
and noise-like) before creating the final band-merged g and
i products. The catalogs provide additional quality control
information, and the classification step also computes the
aperture corrections required to place the photometry on an
absolute scale. The band-merged catalogs for each field are then
combined to form an overall single entry g and i catalog for each
detected object. In regions of overlapping fields, only the data
from the best-seeing field are kept. The photometric calibration
is performed from a combination of staggered short MegCam
exposures and PS1 photometry (Schlafly et al. 2012) kindly
shared by the PS1 Science Consortium.
2.2. Data Preparation
The work presented in this paper relies entirely on the catalog
from objects reliably classified as stars in both bands. All objects
are de-reddened using the Schlegel et al. (1998) E(B − V )
maps, scaled with coefficients derived from the SDSS extinction
coefficient and the SDSS to MegaCam color equations:
g0 = g − 3.793E(B − V ) (1)
i0 = i − 2.086E(B − V ). (2)
Here, g and i refer to observed, calibrated magnitudes, and g0 and
i0 to their de-reddened equivalent which will be used throughout
this paper. To avoid unnecessary clutter, the 0 subscript will
henceforth often be dropped but the reader should remember
that we only refer to de-reddened magnitudes.
Despite the systematic coverage of the PAndAS survey, there
are holes in the data, stemming from chip gaps, the presence
of saturated bright stars, or a few CCD failures. It would be
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Figure 1. CMD of all stellar sources in the PAndAS survey located away from
regions of high density around M31, M33, and NGC 147 and 185. The color
coding scales with the density of sources in the 0.02 × 0.02 mag pixels. The
black dotted line demarcates the M31 RGB box applied to isolate stars of interest
for this study. The thick full lines are Padua isochrones (Marigo et al. 2008) at
the distance of M31 (m − M = 24.46), with an age of 13 Gyr and a metallicity
of [Fe/H] = −2.3, −1.4, and −0.7 from left to right.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
possible to model these holes out in our analysis, but it was
deemed easier to fill the holes by duplicating all the information
from neighboring regions (see R. A. Ibata et al., in preparation,
for more details). These artificial areas are nevertheless tagged
so they do not lead to spurious detections in our search for
dwarf galaxies. Furthermore, regions of high stellar density
around M31, M33, and NGC 147 and 185 are removed from
the catalog as they correspond to regions in which crowding
becomes an issue, or regions for which the hope of finding a
new dwarf galaxy is very slim given the overwhelming presence
of contamination from these galaxies.
In this contribution, we only care about stars that are poten-
tial members of an M31 satellite. A sub-sample of M31 RGB
candidate stars is therefore defined to weed out the numerous
sources that do not correspond to color and magnitude expecta-
tions for old, low-metallicity stars at the distance of M31. This
M31 RGB box is shown in Figure 1, overlaid on the CMD of
all sources on the PAndAS stellar catalog which are away from
M31, M33, and NGC 147 and 185. RGB isochrones of 13 Gyr
stellar populations with metallicities [Fe/H] = −2.3, −1.4, and
−0.7 and a distance modulus9 m−M = 24.46 are shown in the
same figure to highlight the expected CMD regions of interest.
The M31 RGB selection box is made wide enough so it accounts
for increasing photometric uncertainties toward fainter magni-
tudes, but stops at bright enough magnitudes in both bands to
be highly complete for all PAndAS fields. Although a dwarf
galaxy located closer to us than M31 would have a fraction of
its stars, near the tip of the red giant branch (TRGB), that would
be brighter than the selection box bright limit, the fraction of
these stars is negligible compared to the increasingly numer-
ous stars at fainter magnitudes that will fall in the box. We
9 Throughout this paper, we use the Conn et al. (2011, 2012) favored value
for the M31 distance modulus: m − M = 24.46. The uncertainties on this
measurement are now so small (±0.05, or ±19 kpc) that taking them into
account would have only a negligible impact on our analysis.
therefore decide to tailor the selection box to the TRGB at the
distance of M31 in order not to add many non-M31 stars to our
sample.
Finally, the equatorial coordinates of any star, (αk, δk), are
projected on the plane tangential to the celestial sphere at the
location of M31. These projections are referred to as (Xk, Yk)
with X increasing toward the west and Y increasing toward the
north.
In order to provide context, Figure 2 presents a mapping of the
M31 stellar halo structures. Anticipating slightly on the models
that will be presented in Section 3.2 (and keeping in mind the
caveat about the MF technique mentioned in Section 1), this
figure shows a combined red-green-blue color image of the
PAndAS survey for which the three channel images are MF maps
whose filters are RGB models of metallicity [Fe/H] = −2.3
(blue), −1.4 (green), and −0.7 (red), and whose background
model corresponds to the contamination model detailed in
Section 3.2. The images have been smoothed with a kernel of 2′
and their luminosity scales as the square root of the MF results.
The ensuing figure highlights the extent of the M31 stellar halo,
as well as the varied nature of the structures, both in shape
and in stellar content. Most of the green/blue dots visible on
the map correspond to known dwarf galaxies whose discovery
was reported in previous contributions (van den Bergh 1972;
Armandroff et al. 1998; Zucker et al. 2004a, 2007; Martin et al.
2006, 2009; Ibata et al. 2007; Majewski et al. 2007; Irwin et al.
2008; McConnachie et al. 2008; Richardson et al. 2011).
3. AN AUTOMATED SKY AND COLOR–MAGNITUDE
DWARF GALAXY SEARCH ALGORITHM
3.1. The Basics of the Method
We wish to search for locations in the PAndAS survey that
are likely to be the center of significant overdensities of stars
that follow a well-defined density distribution, both on the sky
and in CM space. For a chosen location, we have a set of
n data points, Dn = {dk}1kn, within a spatial neighboring
region A. Each datum is defined by its spatial coordinates
and a number of magnitude (or color) measurements, dk =
{αk, δk,m1,k, m2,k, . . .} = {Xk, Yk, (g − i)k, ik} for the PAndAS
survey. The likelihood that these data points follow a specific
overdensity model, defined by the set of parameters P =
{p1, p2, . . . , pj }, is then defined as
Ptot (Dn|P) =
∏
k
Pk(dk|P), (3)
where Pk(dk|P) is the likelihood of datum k to be generated
from the model. For the problem at hand, this likelihood can
be expressed as the stellar surface density of the model, ρmodel,
normalized to the number of stars expected to be in region A.
In other words,
Pk(dk|P) = ρmodel(dk|P)∫
A ρmodeldA
. (4)
Following the principles of Bayesian inference, the likelihood
of the data given a model, Ptot (Dn|P), can be related to the
important quantity we seek to determine, the probability of a
model given the data, P (P|Dn), via our prior knowledge of the
model, P (P):
P (P|Dn) ∝ Ptot (Dn|P) P (P) . (5)
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Figure 2. Combined red–green–blue color image of the PAndAS survey. Each one of the three channel images is an MF map of the survey for which the signal is the
CMD model of an old RGB at the distance of M31, convolved by the observed photometric uncertainties (see Section 3.2.1), and the contamination is the spatially
varying Milky Way CMD model described in Section 3.2.2. The blue, green, and red channels correspond to signal stellar populations of metallicity [Fe/H] = −2.3,
−1.4, and −0.7, respectively. All maps have been smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 2′ dispersion and the intensity of a pixel scales with the square root of the MF
result. The two dotted circles correspond to distances of ∼150 kpc from M31, and ∼50 kpc from M33. The insert images of the M31 and M33 disks illustrate the scale
of the survey. The reader is referred to Figure 1 of Lewis et al. (2013) for the name of the various stellar structures.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
The set of parameters which maximize P (P|Dn) define the
model favored by the data and, more importantly, the shape of
P (P|Dn) around this maximum provides information on the
preference of this model compared to others.
3.2. The Family of Density Models
The density models we consider are built from the joint
contribution of a dwarf galaxy density model, ρdw(dk|Pdw), and
a model of the data contamination, ρcont(dk|Pcont), such that
ρmodel(dk|P) = ρdw(dk|Pdw) + ρcont(dk|Pcont) (6)
and P = Pdw ∪ Pcont. We now proceed to describe how the
models chosen for ρdw and ρcont were built, and what their
parameters, Pdw and Pcont, are.
3.2.1. Dwarf Galaxy Models
The dwarf galaxy spatial models. A family of round exponen-
tial sky-projected radial density profiles is chosen to represent
the spatial structure of the dwarf galaxies we are searching for.
The probability density function (pdf), P spdw, of a member star to
be located at (X, Y ), is therefore only dependent on the center
of the dwarf galaxy model (X0, Y0), as well as its exponential
scale radius, re, or its half-light radius rh = re/1.68:
P
sp
dw(X, Y |X0, Y0, rh) =
1.682
2π (rh)2
exp
(
−1.68 r
rh
)
, (7)
with r =
√
(X − X0)2 + (Y − Y0)2.
With this model, we assume the dwarf galaxies are spherically
symmetric. Although this is not the case for faint dwarf galaxies
(e.g., Martin et al. 2008; Sand et al. 2012), the target systems
will contain so few stars in PAndAS that any constraint on the
ellipticity will be loose at best. Thus, the cost of the added two
parameters (the ellipticity and the position angle of the galaxy’s
major axis) is judged prohibitive for the little added benefit to
the final significance of a detection.
The dwarf galaxy CM models. In CM space, there is no
analytic expression for the pdf of a dwarf galaxy’s stars and
we therefore rely on the use of theoretical isochrones and
luminosity functions (LFs). Our initial assumption is that a
dwarf galaxy can be approximated by a single stellar population
of age t, metallicity [Fe/H]dw, located at a distance modulus
m − M. For this set of parameters, the probability of having a
star at any position of the CM space in the PAndAS bands,
P CMdw (g − i, i|t, [Fe/H]dw,m − M), is then proportional to the
unidimensional line I(g′−i ′, i ′|t, [Fe/H]dw,m−M) defined by
the isochrone of age t, metallicity [Fe/H]dw, shifted to a distance
modulus of m − M, and of value the LF of that stellar population
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at this point, φ(i ′|t, [Fe/H]dw,m − M), convolved by the
survey’s two-dimensional Gaussian photometric uncertainties.
These have a standard deviation of δi(i ′) in the i-magnitude
direction and δ(g−i)(g′ − i ′) =
√
δg(g′)2 + δi(i ′)2 in the color
direction, yielding
P CMdw (g − i, i|t, [Fe/H]dw,m − M)
= ξ
∫
I
φ(i ′|t, [Fe/H]dw,m − M)G(i|i ′,δi(i ′))
× G(g − i|g′ − i ′, δ(g−i)(g′ − i ′))
× dI(g′ − i ′, i ′|t, [Fe/H]dw,m − M), (8)
with G(x|μ, δ) = (1/√2πδ) exp (−0.5((x − μ)2/δ2)) and ξ
being a normalizing constant calculated such that the integral of
P CMdw (g − i, i|t, [Fe/H]dw,m − M) over the considered region
of CM space is unity.
At this point, the dwarf galaxy CM space models are de-
fined by an age, a metallicity, and a distance modulus. However,
the well-known age/metallicity/distance degeneracy at the RGB
level makes it unnecessary to keep all three parameters in the
analysis as the data are mainly incapable of discriminating be-
tween metallicity, age, or distance shifts. Given the consistently
old stellar populations present in all the faint dwarf galaxies pre-
viously discovered within the PAndAS survey, we consider only
a single age of t = 13 Gyr. In addition, the faint dwarf galaxies
discovered so far have severely undersampled RGBs and any
constraint on their distance modulus is loose at best. Conn et al.
(2011, 2012) determined that the typical distance uncertainty for
such a system, although dependent on the amount of contamina-
tion from other stellar populations, can reach 100–200 kpc for
the faintest dwarf galaxies. Since this is a sizable fraction of the
M31 virial radius and an inadequate model distance modulus
will be mainly compensated for by a simple shift in the model
metallicity, we fix the distance modulus of the dwarf galaxy
models to that of the Andromeda galaxy, m − M = 24.46.
The only parameter that remains for P CMdw is consequently the
metallicity of the dwarf galaxy, [Fe/H]dw.
As defined above, this model only reproduces the CM pdf
of a single stellar population and is therefore likely to be too
narrow to represent the thicker observed RGB of dwarf galaxies.
In order to circumvent this difficulty without unnecessarily
complicating the models with multiple stellar populations,
adding numerous extra parameters that are of little importance
to the search of dwarf galaxies but would significantly slow it
down, we artificially inflate the photometric uncertainties with
an additional photometric scatter term, σ = 0.05, chosen so that
the resulting pdf looks similar to the distribution of RGB stars in
known PAndAS dwarf galaxies.10 In other words, we substitute
δg(g′) and δi(i ′) in the previous equation with
δg(g
′) =
√
δ′g(g′)2 + σ 2 (9)
and δi(i
′) =
√
δ′i(i ′)2 + σ 2, (10)
where δ′g and δ
′
i are the observed photometric uncertainties of
the data we are modeling. For their expressions, we use the
exponential fits to the pre-PAndAS CFHT data photometric
10 For [Fe/H]  −1.5, this scatter in color corresponds to a scatter in
metallicity of ∼0.15 dex, which would of course increase/decrease for
lower/higher metallicities.
uncertainties determined by Ibata et al. (2007).11 One should
in theory further account for the incompleteness of the data
in Equation (8), a field-dependent property, but we circumvent
this difficulty by limiting ourselves to the PAndAS magnitude
range we know to be homogeneously complete over the survey
(i < 23.5).
For the isochrones and LFs, we use the models of Marigo
et al. (2008), but note that any reasonable set of isochrones and
LFs produce similar significance results for the search, as the
algorithm mainly builds on the broad properties of the models.
This was tested on a small region with a set of Dartmouth models
(Dotter et al. 2008).
The full dwarf galaxy models. Under the final assumption
that there are no stellar population radial gradients in the
dwarf galaxy models, the sky-projected-CM joint pdf of a star
belonging to the dwarf galaxy model is simply the product of
the sky-projected pdf with the CM pdf. For a dwarf galaxy
containing N∗ member stars, we therefore have
ρdw(X, Y, g − i, i|N∗, X0, Y0, rh, [Fe/H]dw)
= N∗P spdw (X, Y |X0, Y0, rh) P CMdw (g − i, i|[Fe/H]dw)
(11)
and Pdw = {N∗, X0, Y0, rh, [Fe/H]dw}.
3.2.2. Contamination Models
The main difficulty in finding faint dwarf galaxies in the
PAndAS footprint comes from the presence of numerous fore-
ground or background contamination sources (foreground faint
MW dwarf stars, M31 halo giant stars, and unresolved back-
ground compact galaxies that appear as point sources), which
swamp the minute stellar overdensities that betray the presence
of a low-luminosity dwarf galaxy. It is therefore essential to
have a good contamination model both on the sky and in CM
space.
The contamination spatial models. In the plane of the sky, we
assume that the density of contaminating sources, ρspcont(X0, Y0),
is locally well approximated by a uniform distribution around
any location (X0, Y0) in the PAndAS footprint. Although this is
clearly not true on large scales given the very structured nature
of the M31 stellar halo, this is a good approximation on the scale
of dwarf galaxies that subtend sizes of only a few arcminutes.
In order to determine the local density of stars around (X0, Y0),
the density of sources in the M31 RGB CM box is calculated for
the 36 azimuthally divided wedges of an annulus centered on
(X0, Y0), of inner radius 15′ and outer radius 20′. The median of
the densities thus measured is taken as the value of ρspcont(X0, Y0).
Doing so, we are less sensitive to the presence of localized
overdensities (e.g., a neighboring dwarf galaxy, globular cluster
(GC), or the presence of a nearby stellar stream) than if we were
to take the density of the whole annulus. The inner and outer
radii of the annulus have been chosen to be large enough that
the annulus is unlikely to contain stars from a faint dwarf galaxy
centered on (X0, Y0), but to still provide a good representation
of the contamination at (X0, Y0).
The contamination CM models. Determining the pdf of these
contaminating sources in CM space, P CMcont , is a more trying task
as it depends strongly on both the type of contaminants, and the
location in the survey footprint: foreground Galactic disk stars
11 Although these observations were performed before the formal start of the
PAndAS CFHT Large Programme, the observational setup is identical to the
one used in PAndAS.
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Figure 3. Region C used to build the MW contamination model. The hashed
regions are masked out and not used to fit the contamination model. They
correspond to clear stellar overdensities in the PAndAS footprint.
are much more numerous in the red part of the CM space than in
the blue part, dominated by MW halo stars, whereas M31 stellar
halo contaminants are more prominent at faint magnitudes. At
the same time, MW contaminants are more important toward
the northern edge of the PAndAS footprint which is closer
to the Galactic plane, whereas M31 stellar halo stars are
crowding the regions close to M31, and background compact
galaxies are present throughout the survey’s footprint. We
therefore model the pdf of contaminants at any location in CM
space as the sum of a (mainly) MW contamination, P CMcont,MW,
and an M31-related contamination, P CMcont,M31halo.
The Milky Way CM contamination models. The MW contam-
ination pdf is empirically modeled from the data themselves and
allowed to vary with the location in the survey. The density map
of Figure 3 shows the density of stellar objects in the PAndAS
survey which have a color and magnitude compatible with an
M31 RGB star. It reveals the exponential increase of sources
to the north (that also happens to mainly correspond to the di-
rection toward the Galactic plane), which is a consequence of
the proximity with the MW disk, but this contamination varies
differently and is less significant when selecting only very blue
stars. The foreground contaminants are expected to either fol-
low an exponential density increase toward the Galactic plane
(i.e., along the Y-axis) for disk stars, as well as a slight increase
toward the direction of decreasing X (i.e., mainly decreasing
Galactic longitude), or to be reasonably flat over the survey for
halo stars and background compact galaxies masquerading as
stars. Consequently, we model the density of contaminants at
location (X0, Y0), at a given color and magnitude (g − i, i), as
an exponential increase in both the X- and Y-directions:
Σ(g−i,i)(X0, Y0) = exp(α(g−i,i)X0 + β(g−i,i)Y0 + γ(g−i,i)). (12)
The functions α(g−i,i), β(g−i,i), and γ(g−i,i) are determined
from a field region, C, of the PAndAS survey which is outside
of 9◦ (or ∼120 kpc at the distance of M31) from Andromeda’s
center and further excise any obvious stellar stream or dwarf
galaxy, as well as the region around the M33 galaxy (the
Figure 4. MW CM contamination model parameters. From left to right, the
panels display the values of parameters α(g − i, i), β(g − i, i), and γ (g − i, i)
from Equation (12), determined as explained in the text.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
hashed region in Figure 3). Although the M31 stellar halo is
still present at the edge of the PAndAS survey (R. A. Ibata et al.,
in preparation), such contamination is minimal in these regions.
For the center (g − i, i) of each pixel on a fine grid in CM space,
with separations 0.02 in color and magnitude, we proceed to
construct a binned spatial map of stellar objects from all stars
within a 0.2 × 0.2 mag box in CM space, centered on (g − i, i).
A weight map is also built from the map counts by assuming
Poisson uncertainties. Using only the map pixels which fall in
region C, a weighted χ2 fit is used to determine parameters
α(g−i,i), β(g−i,i), and γ(g−i,i) for this color and magnitude.12 As
we repeat this procedure for all the pixels on the fine CM-space
grid, we build the functions α(g−i,i), β(g−i,i), and γ(g−i,i) that track
changes with color and magnitude of the contamination over the
PAndAS footprint,13 as made evident by Figure 4. Changes in
the strength of these parameters can be linked to astrophysical
properties.
1. α(g − i, i) remains fairly small, as expected from the
weak change in the Galactic foreground with Galactic
longitude, roughly aligned with the X-direction. It never-
theless exhibits an interesting structure of positive α in
the regions coincident with MW halo main-sequence stars
(0.2 < g−i < 1.0 and i < 23.0), for which α becomes pos-
itive, meaning an increase in star counts toward the MW’s
anticenter direction. Although surprising at first, this is con-
firmed by a detailed study of the complex and structured
MW stellar halo over the PAndAS footprint, as will be
detailed in another contribution. The impact of these struc-
tures on our model is, however, limited as their stars are
mainly bluer than the chosen RGB selection box.
2. β(g − i, i) shows more significant changes, with a sharp
increase and very positive numbers from (g − i, i) ∼
(0.8, 20.0) to (g − i, i) ∼ (2.2, 23.0). This is expected
and shows the contamination of foreground MW thick disk
12 Allowing for a cross term, δ(g−i,i)X0Y0 in the exponential of Equation (12)
almost always results in negligible values of δ(g−i,i) and does not yield
evidently better fits.
13 The MW CM contamination model, represented by the values of
α(g − i, i), β(g − i, i), and γ (g − i, i) are available by request from the
corresponding author.
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Figure 5. Top panel: stellar density of point sources in the M31 RGB box over
the PAndAS footprint. M31 is at the center of the map and M33 is visible in the
bottom left corner. Multiple stellar streams also appear in the M31 halo, even
though they are dominated by the contamination from the foreground MW. That
contamination severely increases toward the north, which mainly corresponds
to the axis of increasing Galactic latitude. Middle panel: stellar density of the
MW CM contamination model, integrated over the M31 RGB selection box.
The model replicates the behavior of the MW foreground contamination visible
in the top panel. Bottom panel: residuals between the data and the model,
highlighting the fine ability of the model to account for the MW contamination.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
main-sequence stars whose density increases much more
sharply than, for instance, that of MW halo stars. Thin disk
stars to the red of this sequence show high but lower values
of β, a likely consequence of these stars being closer, and
thus showing a milder density increase toward the Galactic
plane.
3. γ (g − i, i) corresponds to the normalization of the contam-
ination model and, as such, traces changes in the global
density. The corresponding panel of Figure 4 consequently
shows known CMD structures: the MW halo main se-
quence, the thick disk main sequence, the bulk of fore-
ground thin disk stars piling up in the region 2.0 < g − i <
Figure 6. Realizations of the MW CM contamination pdf, P CMcont,MW(g −
i, i|X0, Y0), for three arbitrary locations in the survey. The pdfs are normalized
to unity over the M31 RGB selection box, leading to changes in the relative
importance of the model features.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
3.0, and even a hint of the population of misidentified back-
ground compact galaxies which appears at the faint end of
the survey, at (g − i, i) ∼ (1.0, 24.0).
The power of building such a model for the contamination
is that it can now be included in the analytic expression of the
global model of stellar populations present at any location of
the PAndAS footprint. However, in order to test its quality,
it is possible to do a simple and crude subtraction of the
contamination model integrated over the M31 RGB box from
PAndAS star-count maps. The corresponding maps of the
PAndAS data, model, and resulting residuals are displayed
in Figure 5. The residual map exhibits a flat and negligible
background level over which M31’s stellar streams and dwarf
galaxies become very prominent, indicative of an adequate
modeling of the MW contamination.
For any location (X0, Y0) in the PAndAS footprint, it is now
possible to use the values of Σ(g−i,i)(X0, Y0) at all relevant
(g − i, i) and build the contamination model CMD at this
particular location. By ensuring that the model is normalized
such that the integral of the model is unity over the M31 RGB
box, it can be interpreted as the pdf of the contamination for
this location, P CMcont,MW(g − i, i|X0, Y0). Examples of such pdfs
are displayed in Figure 6 for an arbitrary choice of locations
which exemplify the changes in the contribution of respective
contaminants (MW thin and thick disks, MW stellar halo, etc.)
over the PAndAS footprint. Despite our best effort at only
selecting the outskirts of the PAndAS footprint in region C, and
carefully masking out stellar streams and dwarf galaxies, there is
still a hint of an M31 RGB stellar population in the two rightmost
panels of Figure 6, when the contamination by red, disk stars
does not dominate. This feature in the CMDs demonstrates that
there is no truly M31-free region in PAndAS (see also R. A.
Ibata et al., in preparation), but it only has a marginal effect
on the search for dwarf galaxies as it effectively means that
a small fraction of the M31 stellar halo contamination model
(see below) is already accounted for in the MW contamination
model; this has little impact on the dwarf galaxy part of the
model.
The M31 CM stellar halo contamination models. To repre-
sent the CM distribution of M31 stellar halo stars, we build
isochrone-driven models that are similar to the ones described
above for dwarf galaxies, except that we make them broader to
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account for the multiple stellar populations which contribute to
a stellar halo region, likely built from the accretion of multi-
ple dwarf galaxies. The additional photometric scatter term is
determined by testing the quality of the search algorithm for in-
creasing value of σ in Equations (9) and (10), until most of the
M31 stellar streams were not strongly detected for σ = 0.15.
P CMcont,M31(g − i, i|[Fe/H]halo) is otherwise defined similarly to
P CMdw (g − i, i|[Fe/H]dw) in Equation (8). As before, we use the
distance/age/metallicity degeneracy to our advantage and only
keep a dependence of the isochrones on the metallicity of the
halo [Fe/H]halo so as not to inflate our model with more pa-
rameters that would be poorly constrained. Again, we use an
old 13 Gyr old stellar population and further fix the distance
modulus to that of M31 (m − M = 24.46).
The full contamination density model. As the normalization
of the M31 component to the contamination is unknown, we are
forced to introduce another parameter, η, which corresponds to
the fraction of the contamination that is in the MW component.
Our assumption of a spatially flat contamination density model,
whose member stars distribute themselves between an MW
contamination model, with fraction η, and an M31 stellar halo
contamination, with fraction 1 − η, finally means that
ρcont(g − i, i|X0, Y0, η, [Fe/H]halo)
= ρspcont(X0, Y0)(ηP CMcont,MW(g − i, i|X0, Y0)
+ (1 − η)P CMcont,M31(g − i, i|[Fe/H]halo)), (13)
and that Pcont = {X0, Y0, η, [Fe/H]halo}.
3.3. Application to the PAndAS Data
The main goal of the search algorithm is to find low-
luminosity galaxies (MV  −8.0). Even though it will nev-
ertheless find brighter systems with very high significance, we
tailor the algorithm to their faint counterparts.
Combining Equations (6), (11), and (13), the model density
is now entirely expressed as a function of the parameters. From
there, the probability of datum k given these parameters, as
expressed in Equation (4), will be entirely defined once we
have made a choice for the region A over which we consider
neighboring stars to be relevant. This region should be large
enough to encompass most of a dwarf galaxy’s radial extent,
but small enough so the assumption of a constant contamination
density is still valid and so little computing time is wasted on
determining the probability of stars that are very unlikely to be
dwarf galaxy members. A is therefore chosen to encompass the
region within 4rh,max of a dwarf galaxy center (X0, Y0), where
rh,max is the largest half-light radius considered when exploring
parameter space (see below).
The likelihood of a model is now completely defined and
the likelihood of any location of the PAndAS footprint to be at
the center of a dwarf galaxy can be evaluated. In order to do
so, we start by building a fine grid of centers where the model
will be evaluated. This grid needs to be fine enough that we are
unlikely to ever be far from the real center of a dwarf galaxy that
would be present in the survey. Since M31 dwarf galaxies with
MV = −6.0 are expected to have a typical half-light radius of
225 pc, or 1′ assuming the distance of M31 (Brasseur et al. 2011),
we choose a grid space of 0.′5. This translates into ∼5 million
centers that are tested for the presence of a dwarf galaxy.
For each center (X0, Y0), the search algorithm isolates all the
PAndAS stellar sources that fall in the M31 RGB box and within
4rh,max of (X0, Y0). These constitute the sample of data points
Dn for this center. Their probability is determined for every
five tuples of parameters P = (N∗, rh, [Fe/H]dw, η, [Fe/H]halo)
selected on a pre-determined five-dimensional grid. For a choice
of parameters, the likelihood of each data point, Pk(dk|P), is
calculated by evaluating the dwarf galaxy contribution to the
model through Equation (11), that of the contamination through
Equation (13), then combining them via Equation (6), and
finally normalizing the model with Equation (4). Multiplying all
these probabilities together gives the likelihood of this model,
Ptot (Dn|P), as per Equation (3).
3.3.1. Priors
Calculating P (P|Dn) through Equation (5) entails making a
choice of priors on the five parameters which define the model.
1. We have no clear prior knowledge of the location and
density of the stellar streams in the halo of Andromeda.
We therefore use a flat prior for η.
2. We also assume a flat prior on [Fe/H]halo and [Fe/H]dw
over their respective ranges since our assumption of a fixed
M31 distance for the CM models would anyway flatten any
peaked metallicity prior as distance shifts are compensated
for by metallicity shifts.
3. Our prior on the size of the dwarf galaxies is based on the
work of Brasseur et al. (2011) who determined the size
of currently known M31 dwarf galaxies at MV = −6.0
to favor a normal distribution in log (rh( pc)) with a mean
around 2.34 and a dispersion around 0.23. Although there
is a slight dependence of the mean of this distribution
with the magnitude of dwarf galaxies, this dependence
is quite small and we would rather avoid extrapolating
this relation to smaller sizes than the range over which it
was determined. We therefore assume it to be independent
of how populated our galaxy model is over our range
of interest (MV  −8.0). To fold this prior into the
algorithm, we recalculate the (physical) size distribution
to an angular size distribution for the distance modulus of
M31 (m − M = 24.46).
4. The number of stars in the dwarf galaxy part of the model
that fall within the M31 RGB selection box, N∗, is a
quantity that is indirectly related to the magnitude of the
dwarf galaxy, via the magnitude limits of the observations.
Therefore, the prior on N∗ or, more practically, log10(N
∗),
is a re-expression of the dwarf galaxy LF. We assume
the LF of Koposov et al. (2008), determined from the
averaged properties of MW and M31 satellites at the bright
end, and the MW satellites at the faint end (dP/dMV ∝
100.1(MV +5)),14 and convert it to a pdf over log10(N
∗).
Although the Koposov et al. (2008) LF likely differs in
its details from the true M31 dwarf galaxy LF, it should
nevertheless be a good enough approximation for the
problem at hand. The resulting prior is presented in Figure 7
and works in bringing down the probability of populated
detections by a factor of a few compared to sparsely
populated dwarf galaxies.
If a flat prior is used instead, the algorithm yields higher
likelihood values for many detections with large favored
radii. These are due to the algorithm attempting to model
local, slightly non-flat distributions of M31 stellar halo stars
by a significant dwarf galaxy with a large N∗. It therefore
14 We further substitute Mi for MV in this expression under the assumption
that faint dwarf galaxies all have similar stellar populations—old and
metal-poor—and therefore similar V−i colors.
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Figure 7. pdf of the prior on log10(N
∗), calculated from the luminosity function
of mainly MW satellites determined by Koposov et al. (2008).
yields an unrealistically large population of populated (i.e.,
bright) dwarf galaxy detections that are incompatible with
our knowledge of dwarf galaxy LFs. The prior on N∗
curtails this issue.
3.3.2. Parameter Grid
Although we would prefer using an approach that does not
rely on a grid over parameter space on which to evaluate the
models, the sheer number of locations for which the parameter
space needs to be explored imposes the use of a coarse grid
so the calculations are tractable and one can still get a feel for
the significance of changes in P (P|Dn) over parameter space.
Consequently, we set up a fixed grid over the five-dimensional
space, tested and tailored to focus on the parameter ranges which
are the most relevant.
In detail:
1. The fractional contribution of the MW foreground to the
total contamination, η, is sampled from 0.0 to 1.0, with
steps of 0.1.
2. [Fe/H]halo samples an irregular grid, chosen to span most
of the range of stream metallicities in the halo of M31
and therefore emphasizing intermediate metallicities at
values of [Fe/H] = −1.7, −1.3, −1.1, −1.0, −0.9, −0.8,
−0.7, and −0.6 dex. The smaller [Fe/H] steps at higher
metallicities are chosen to compensate the increasingly
larger g − i color changes. Although some structures of
the M31 halo are more metal-rich than our high limit (e.g.,
the core of the Southern Giant Stream; Ibata et al. 2007),
Figure 8. Results of the search algorithm for the region around And XI–XIII. From top to bottom and from left to right, the panels represent the smoothed distribution
of point sources in PAndAS; the map of significance S; the map of most probable contamination fraction, η; the map of most probable halo metallicity, [Fe/H]halo;
the map of most probable dwarf galaxy metallicity, [Fe/H]dw; the map of most probable number of stars in the dwarf galaxy part of the model, log10(N
∗); the map of
most probable half-light radius, rh; and the map of detections above the threshold, Sth = 3.5, chosen for this region. In all panels, the white or black squares represent
the location of the known dwarf galaxies And XI, XII, and XIII; and the white or black triangle represents the location of MGC1. The detections above the threshold
are highlighted by white or black circles and include all three dwarf galaxies and the globular cluster.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 9. Significance distribution for the region around And XI–XIII. The
black line represents the histogram of pixel significance values for the final
algorithm, whereas the gray histogram corresponds to the significance values
when the priors on log10(N
∗) and rh are substituted with a flat prior. In the latter
case, the tail of high-significance values becomes evident at larger S values. The
threshold signal value, Sth, chosen for this region is shown by the red arrow.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
most of the very metal-rich stars are in fact too red for the
M31 RGB box tailored for the metal-poor dwarf galaxies.
3. [Fe/H]dw samples a regular grid at the metal-poor end of
the metallicity range, from [Fe/H] = −2.3 until [Fe/H] =
−1.1, with steps of 0.3 dex.
4. rh is tested from 0.′5 to 4.′0 with steps of 0.′7, spanning the
range of most Andromeda satellites, except for the larger
ones. Going beyond rh = 4.′0 would also be a waste of time
given how penalizing our prior on rh is for such systems.
Although there are known M31 dwarf galaxies with half-
light radii larger than 4.′0 (McConnachie 2012; Martin et al.
2013), the algorithm is tailored toward finding faint galaxies
(MV  −8.0), which are likely to be smaller than this limit
(Brasseur et al. 2011). The presence of a large dwarf galaxy
will likely still be detected for the sampled range of rh,
as demonstrated by the high significance of the And XIX
detection (see below).
5. N∗ is sampled regularly on a log10 scale from log10(N
∗) =
−0.5, until log10(N∗) = 3.0, with steps of 0.5 dex. The
reason we test for models of dwarf galaxies containing less
than one star in the M31 RGB selection box is related to
our evaluation of the significance of a detection and will
become apparent in the next subsection. The high limit of
N∗ = 1000 stars is chosen as it corresponds to a dwarf
galaxy with Mi  −9.5, which generally would have
already been discovered by earlier methods in the PAndAS
footprint.
3.3.3. The Significance of a Detection
Once the probability of every model parameter five tuple has
been calculated for a given dwarf galaxy center (X0, Y0), it is
trivial to find the set of parameters P̂ that determines the model
favored by the data as the set of parameters yielding the highest
value of P (P|Dn). However, more important is the knowledge
of whether this model is significantly better than the favored
model containing no dwarf galaxy. This information hinges on
the probability of the model, marginalized over all parameters
Figure 10. Top panels: the CMD of a region within 2′ of the most significant
unknown detection (S = 3.9) in the region of And XI–XIII, along with that of
a field annulus of identical coverage at 15′. The thick, gray line corresponds
to a Padua isochrone of age 13 Gyr and [Fe/H] = −1.7 at the distance of
M31. A group of stars could likely correspond to the RGB of a faint stellar
population. The map of stars that fall in the dot-dashed red polygon, centered
on the detection, is shown on the right-hand panel. Again, a small grouping
of stars is visible. Bottom panels: similar plots for the least significant of the
two detections (S = 3.5). The presence of a compact stellar overdensity is here
less obvious, as expected from the lower signal. The grouping of stars to the
northeast of this detection is And XI.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
but log10(N
∗),
PN∗ (log10(N
∗))
=
∫
grid
P (P|Dn)dηd[Fe/H]halod[Fe/H]dwdrh. (14)
The significance of a detection is assigned as it would be if
PN∗ were a Gaussian function. In this case, the favored model
of probability max(PN∗ ) deviates from the model with no dwarf
galaxy by S times its dispersion (i.e., an “S–sigma detection”)
for S defined as
S2 = 2 ln
(
max(PN∗ )
PN∗ (N∗ = 0)
)
. (15)
In our setup, we explore a grid in log10(N
∗), and we therefore
cannot technically calculate PN∗ (N∗ = 0) in Equation (15). It
is replaced by the probability at the lower bound of the grid,
log10(N
∗) = −0.5, a small enough number for N∗ that it has a
minimal impact on the calculation of the significance.
4. RESULTS OF THE AUTOMATED SEARCH
4.1. A Detailed View of the And XI–XIII Region
Before moving to the results of the algorithmic search applied
over the whole PAndAS survey, let us first focus on the region
around three known dwarf galaxies, And XI, XII, and XIII,
and study the detailed output of the algorithm for and around
these faint systems. The first two panels in the top row of
Figure 8 compare the original smoothed stellar density with
the significance of detections for every pixel in the region
considered. It is readily evident that the significance map is
a huge improvement over a blind search for overdensities in
the smoothed density map of all RGB stars. The three known
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Figure 11. Map of significance S over the full PAndAS footprint, represented by the white polygon. The four large ellipses correspond to the regions around M31,
M33, NGC 147, and NGC 185 that have been masked due to their high stellar density. The M31 and M33 ellipses have major axis lengths of 2.◦6 and 1.◦53, respectively,
and an ellipticity of 0.4 in both cases. White squares represent all known dwarf galaxies within the PAndAS footprint, labeled by their Andromedan number, and
white triangles represent known GCs. For both dwarf galaxies and globular clusters, systems that fall within the masked out regions are not shown. The mainly low
signal value of the map when compared to the very structured nature of the M31 halo (Figure 2) is testimony to the ability of the algorithm to account for M31 halo
contamination. All known dwarf galaxies are detected at high significance.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
dwarf galaxies in the region, as well as a bright GC (MGC1;
Martin et al. 2006), produce four very significant detections.
Even And XII, one of the faintest known M31 satellites with a
total magnitude of MV  −6.5, corresponds to a detection with
S = 6.9. Moreover, supposedly empty M31 halo regions around
the four prominent detections invariably have low significance
with at most a few isolated detections with S = 3.0–3.9. This
is a very promising output, emphasizing the efficiency of the
algorithm as well as the usefulness of using both the spatial and
CMD information when searching for dwarf galaxies.
One could wonder why MGC1 is also found with high
significance by the algorithm as it is a compact GC. Despite the
core of the cluster being unresolved, the high luminosity of this
specific cluster, as well as its very extended halo (Mackey et al.
2010), lead to tens of outer cluster stars being resolved in the
PAndAS survey and forming a reasonably large overdensity of
RGB stars, not unlike the dwarf galaxies the algorithm is tailored
to find. This is a rather exceptional case as the MegaCam pixel
size (0.′′187) and the seeing are usually too large to allow for
resolved M31 GCs but we will see in the next section that there
is a handful of globular and extended clusters (GCs and ECs)
that are found with compelling significances.
The other maps of Figure 8 present the parameters of the
most probable model for each pixel. The fraction of the MW
contribution to the overall contamination model, η, remains
consistently high, as expected for an outer halo region with
a low density of M31 RGB stars (see Figure 2 and R. A. Ibata
et al., in preparation). As a consequence, most of the panel
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showing the favored halo metallicity, [Fe/H]halo, is not well
constrained, or simply noise. However, it shows some interesting
variations where the fraction of the M31 contamination is non-
zero. In particular, one can see variations in the M31 stellar
halo metallicity15 for potential stellar structures, likely hosting
different stellar populations (R. A. Ibata et al., in preparation).
The lack of significance of most of the region’s pixels means
that the favored dwarf metallicity, [Fe/H]dw, varies a lot over the
region since it is meaningless for models with low S. There are,
however, noticeable regions of contiguous pixels at the location
of the three dwarf galaxies and MGC1 for which [Fe/H]dw
becomes well defined at the preferred value for this dwarf galaxy
(and the assumption of m − M = 24.46).
The last two panels show the maps for the two parameters
which are directly impacted by the priors we chose. The number
of stars in the dwarf galaxy part of the model is dominated
by small numbers, as expected from the prior if there is no
significant overdensity of stars that would follow our dwarf
galaxy model. One can also note that the few detections with
the largest significance also have a non-negligible number of
stars in their preferred model. The algorithm favors models
with log10(N
∗)  1.5, or about 30 stars, although one should
remember that log10(N
∗) is sampled with steps of 0.5, meaning
that the numbers of stars within the RGB box in these dwarf
galaxies is likely to be in the 20–65 range, in agreement with
observations (Martin et al. 2006).
Finally, the map for the favored rh behaves similarly to that
for log10(N
∗) in that regions with no significant detection have
a preferred size driven by the peak of our prior, around 1′. Close
to significant detections, the size of the preferred model tends to
increase at the same time as the significance rises. This is an edge
effect as the algorithm starts to feel that there is a significant
number of M31 RGB-like stars close to the considered pixel
but, since this pixel is not at the center of the dwarf galaxy, it
finds them at odds with the assumed peaked radial distribution.
The situation is mitigated by favoring an extended model, as
flat as possible. One can also note a similar effect in the map
for η and [Fe/H]halo, for which the algorithm mitigates for the
close presence of an overdensity of likely M31 RGB stars by
including them in the M31 halo contamination. Overall, the
impact of these effects is negligible in our study since all pixels
near a significant detection are bundled together and considered
as parts of the same detection.
If the model were a perfect representation of the data,
the distribution of pixel significances would be Gaussian-
like for non-negligible significance values, and a tail at high-
significance values should be produced by the presence of dwarf
galaxy-like systems in the data. It is this tail of high-significance
pixels we wish to identify. The distribution of pixel significances
for the region around And XI–XIII is displayed in Figure 9 as
the black histogram and, except for low-significance values for
which our significance criterion breaks down, the distribution
indeed has a Gaussian behavior until it reaches an almost flat
level at the high-significance end. The transition between the
two regimes is well marked and guides us in the choice of
a detection threshold over which pixels are considered to be
worthwhile. Although the exact location of the threshold is not
very important, a threshold that is too low will secure more
potential discoveries, but also yield many detections that are
mere noise fluctuations in the data. Conversely, a threshold that
15 One has to remember here that a fixed distance modulus and age was
assumed and that these variations could also reflect changes in the distance to
the stellar populations, and/or their age.
Figure 12. Significance distributions for circular annuli at different distances
from M31, and the corresponding significance thresholds used for the detection
selections in the different annuli (red arrows).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
is too high will only yield secured dwarf galaxy detections but
will be of little use in our search for fainter dwarf galaxies
than the ones we already know. For this region, the high-
significance tail starts to deviate from the exponential decline of
the distribution for values larger than S ∼ 3.5, a value we use
as the detection threshold, Sth, for this region (red arrow).
Figure 9 also shows the impact of the priors on the signifi-
cance, with the gray histogram being produced if we substitute
the priors on log10(N
∗) and rh with flat priors. In an effort to
compensate for the not quite locally flat M31 stellar halo con-
tamination, the algorithm then finds many mildly significant
detections that are as flat as allowed by the considered dwarf
galaxy models, i.e., a preferred rh as large as possible and a
non-zero preferred N∗. These artificial detections (which are
not favored when the priors of Section 3.3.1 are applied) stretch
the significance distribution to larger values, and consequently
swarm parts of the real detections.
Once the detection threshold is selected, the production of a
list of detections is only one step away, namely, after dealing
with the fact that, as can be seen in the second topmost panel of
Figure 8, more than a single pixel has a high-significance value
near a detection. In order to bundle together pixels belonging
to the same detection, we order the pixels by significance and,
starting with the most significant pixel, we recursively include
in a detection all the pixels that are within a radius of 20 pixels
(or 10′) of this current most significant pixel. All the pixels
added to a detection are not considered further, whereupon the
algorithm moves to the next most significant pixel above the
detection threshold and reiterates the process.
The resulting detections for the region around And XI–XIII
are shown in the bottom rightmost panel of Figure 8,
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Figure 13. Map of all detections found by the algorithm within the PAndAS footprint, delimited by the white polygon. As before, white squares and triangles represent
known dwarf galaxies and GCs, respectively. The detections are circled in white and a detection’s pixels are color-coded by its significance.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
color-coded by the significance of their most significant pixel.
Six detections are automatically found: the four known and ob-
vious ones produced by And XI, XII, XIII, and MGC1, but
also two less significant detections, with S = 3.9 and 3.5. The
CMDs of stars within 2′ of these two detections are shown in
the leftmost panels of Figure 10, along with the CMDs of field
annuli at a larger radius and with an identical coverage. If the
least significant of the two detections, just above the detection
threshold, shows no clear sign of an RGB at the distance of
M31, the more significant detection does display a group of less
than 10 stars which align themselves in CM space to produce a
believable RGB that is not present in the field CMD. Of course,
this is the very reason for the higher significance of this region
of the sky and should not be used as a definite argument for
the presence of a dwarf galaxy at this location. It does, however,
bolster confidence in the results of the algorithm and its ability to
isolate potential sparse dwarf galaxies. This particular detection
is being followed up as a strong dwarf galaxy candidate.
4.2. Global Results
Figure 11 displays the signal map that results from the
application of the algorithm to the full PAndAS survey. Most
streams go unnoticed compared to the raw PAndAS maps.
Comparing the global features of this map with the map of
stellar structures (e.g., Figure 2 or the bottom panel of Figure 5)
highlights the overall efficiency of the algorithm to overcome
the structured nature of the M31 stellar halo in order to focus
on very localized overdensities. Our simple model of the M31
contamination (a single broad RGB in CM space, distributed
uniformly on the local sky) yields good results, except in
complex regions of overlapping or clumpy streams for which the
algorithm becomes less efficient (e.g., the inner halo regions to
the east of M31, the overlapping streams C and D, the SW cloud,
or the stellar debris around M33). There is no easy workaround
that could deal with this issue and we will tackle it through the
choices of Sth over which detections are deemed significant.
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Table 1
List of Significant Detections
Detection α (J2000) δ (J2000) X0 Y0 S Sth Remark
(deg) (deg)
Detection 1 00:19:45 +35:05:36 −4.7 −6.1 >8.5 3.5 And XIX
Detection 2 00:35:49 +36:28:20 −1.4 −4.8 >8.5 3.7 And III
Detection 3 01:10:07 +47:38:55 +4.6 +6.6 >8.5 3.2 And V
Detection 4 01:17:00 +33:23:19 +7.2 −7.6 >8.5 4.0 And II
Detection 5 01:07:27 +32:19:31 +5.3 −8.9 >8.5 4.0 GC system of background galaxies
(NGC 382, 383, 384, 385, and 386)
Detection 6 23:54:43 +42:30:28 −8.9 +1.9 >8.5 3.2 And XXI
Detection 7 00:30:03 +46:55:09 −2.2 +5.7 >8.5 3.0 And XXV
Detection 8 01:29:13 +38:44:08 +9.1 −2.0 >8.5 3.2 And XXIII
Detection 9 00:36:21 +49:36:40 −1.0 +8.4 >8.5 3.2 Cas II/And XXX
Detection 10 00:51:55 +29:38:53 +2.0 −11.8 >8.5 4.0 And XIV
Detection 11 00:45:28 +38:10:28 +0.5 −3.1 >8.5 4.6 And I
Detection 12 00:59:38 +32:21:55 +3.6 −8.9 >8.5 3.2 And XVI
Detection 13 00:37:53 +45:22:06 −0.9 +4.1 >8.5 3.7 And XXVII
Detection 14 00:36:59 +44:17:12 −1.0 +3.0 >8.5 4.6 And XVII
Detection 15 01:06:42 +44:47:42 +4.3 +3.7 >8.5 4.3 And X
Detection 16 01:14:32 +38:12:23 +6.3 −2.8 >8.5 3.0 And XV
Detection 17 00:02:22 +45:06:37 −7.2 +4.3 >8.5 3.2 And XVIII
Detection 18 00:53:07 +43:08:06 +1.9 +1.9 >8.5 4.5 And IX
Detection 19 01:18:30 +46:23:26 +6.2 +5.5 >8.5 3.2 And XXIV
Detection 20 00:57:44 +30:21:07 +3.3 −11.0 >8.5 4.0 GC system of background galaxy (NGC 315)
Detection 21 00:46:20 +33:48:16 +0.8 −7.5 >8.5 3.5 And XI
Detection 22 00:50:44 +32:54:31 +1.7 −8.4 >8.5 3.2 MGC1 (Martin et al. 2006)
Detection 23 01:10:57 +33:09:28 +6.0 −8.0 >8.5 3.2 GC system of background galaxy (NGC 410)
Detection 24 01:27:40 +28:05:53 +10.2 −12.9 >8.5 4.5 And XXII
Detection 25 00:51:51 +33:00:07 +1.9 −8.3 8.5 3.2 And XIII
Detection 26 00:47:54 +40:00:59 +1.0 −1.2 7.8 4.2 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 27 00:07:30 +35:07:52 −7.3 −5.8 7.8 3.2 And XX
Detection 28 01:23:16 +33:27:28 +8.6 −7.4 7.7 4.0 GC system of background galaxies
(NGC 495 and 499)
Detection 29 00:31:10 +37:54:00 −2.3 −3.3 7.5 3.7 GC Bol 514 (H6, MCGC4)
(Galleti et al. 2005; Huxor et al. 2008; Mackey et al. 2007)
Detection 30 00:40:32 +43:01:48 −0.4 +1.8 7.5 4.2 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
includes new EC PAndAS-31; see Section 4.2.1
Detection 31 01:08:24 +33:08:07 +5.4 −8.0 7.5 3.2 GC system of background galaxies
(NGC 392, 394, 397)
Detection 32 00:57:23 +39:50:58 +2.8 −1.4 7.4 4.6 Overlap with minor axis stream D (Ibata et al. 2007)
Detection 33 00:32:09 +38:54:41 −2.1 −2.3 7.1 4.6 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 34 01:12:11 +32:07:28 +6.3 −9.0 6.9 4.0 GC system of background galaxy (NGC 420)
Detection 35 00:47:27 +34:22:34 +1.0 −6.9 6.9 3.0 And XII
Detection 36 00:55:20 +39:17:54 +2.4 −1.9 6.6 4.6 Overlap with minor axis stream D
Detection 37 00:56:41 +42:21:13 +2.6 +1.1 6.3 4.5 Overlap with minor axis stream C/D (Ibata et al. 2007)
Detection 38 00:29:54 +40:24:45 −2.4 −0.8 6.2 4.5 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 39 00:23:45 +47:54:40 −3.2 +6.8 5.9 3.5 And XXVI
Detection 40 00:28:36 +41:56:09 −2.6 +0.7 5.7 4.5 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 41 01:09:14 +32:44:59 +5.6 −8.4 5.7 4.0 GC system of background galaxy (NGC 403)
Detection 42 01:32:57 +32:05:37 +10.9 −8.6 5.7 4.5 Overlap with M33 stellar debris
Detection 43 23:57:57 +41:46:32 −8.4 +1.1 5.5 3.2 GC PAndAS-02 (A. P. Huxor et al. 2013, in preparation)
Detection 44 00:58:03 +42:10:35 +2.8 +1.0 5.3 4.5 Overlap with minor axis stream C/D
Detection 45 01:23:46 +33:16:05 +8.7 −7.6 5.3 4.0 GC system of background galaxies
(NGC 507 and 508)
Detection 46 00:31:18 +42:10:46 −2.1 +0.9 5.2 4.5 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 47 00:50:45 +44:15:41 +1.4 +3.0 5.2 4.6 Andromeda NE (Zucker et al. 2004b)
Detection 48 01:07:28 +35:46:49 +5.0 −5.3 5.2 3.5 GC H27/MCGC10 (Huxor et al. 2008; Mackey et al. 2007)
Detection 49 00:49:57 +40:29:04 +1.4 −0.8 5.2 4.2 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 50 00:39:21 +42:51:42 −0.6 +1.6 5.0 4.2 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 51 00:58:16 +38:02:46 +3.1 −3.2 5.0 3.7 HEC12 (MCEC4)
(Huxor et al. 2008; Mackey et al. 2006; Collins et al. 2009)
Detection 52 00:32:28 +42:25:11 −1.9 +1.2 4.9 4.5 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 53 00:13:47 +37:27:24 −5.8 −3.6 4.9 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 54 01:10:57 +40:19:01 +5.4 −0.7 4.9 4.3
Detection 55 00:49:43 +40:25:37 +1.3 −0.8 4.9 4.2 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 56 00:27:27 +40:58:07 −2.9 −0.2 4.9 4.5 Overlap with NW stream
Detection 57 00:42:46 +44:28:42 +0.0 +3.2 4.8 4.6 Overlap with And XXVII stream
Detection 58 00:42:15 +43:52:18 −0.1 +2.6 4.8 4.5 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
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Table 1
(Continued)
Detection α (J2000) δ (J2000) X0 Y0 S Sth Remark
(deg) (deg)
Detection 59 00:39:14 +45:04:22 −0.6 +3.8 4.8 4.6 Overlap with And XXVII stream
Detection 60 00:49:41 +40:24:38 +1.3 −0.8 4.7 4.2 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 61 00:32:22 +41:53:39 −1.9 +0.7 4.6 4.5 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 62 01:31:38 +29:18:15 +11.0 −11.6 4.6 4.5 Overlap with M33 stellar debris
Detection 63 00:50:02 +40:30:55 +1.4 −0.7 4.6 4.2 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 64 00:39:39 +45:04:55 −0.5 +3.8 4.6 4.6 Overlap with And XXVII stream
Detection 65 00:44:03 +43:26:19 +0.2 +2.2 4.6 4.5 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 66 00:42:32 +43:24:51 −0.0 +2.1 4.5 4.5 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 67 00:29:49 +40:47:12 −2.4 −0.4 4.5 4.5 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 68 00:43:46 +43:37:19 +0.2 +2.4 4.5 4.5 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 69 00:34:21 +41:47:46 −1.6 +0.5 4.5 4.2 GC Bol 289 (Galleti et al. 2004)
Detection 70 01:17:58 +39:14:56 +6.8 −1.7 4.5 3.5 double GCs PAndAS-53 and PAndAS-54
(A. P. Huxor et al. 2013, in preparation)
Detection 71 00:37:40 +36:35:38 −1.0 −4.7 4.4 3.7
Detection 72 00:35:13 +45:10:37 −1.3 +3.9 4.4 3.7 GC PAndAS-27 (A. P. Huxor et al.2013, in preparation)
Detection 73 00:37:55 +35:57:57 −1.0 −5.3 4.4 4.3
Detection 74 00:16:39 +37:09:02 −5.2 −3.9 4.4 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 75 00:25:17 +38:52:06 −3.4 −2.3 4.3 3.7
Detection 76 00:12:51 +38:10:17 −5.9 −2.9 4.3 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 77 00:51:24 +40:54:41 +1.6 −0.3 4.3 4.2 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 78 00:37:56 +43:03:30 −0.9 +1.8 4.3 4.2 Overlap with M31 inner halo stellar structure
Detection 79 00:12:59 +37:45:33 −5.9 −3.3 4.3 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 80 00:58:43 +33:30:22 +3.4 −7.7 4.2 3.2
Detection 81 00:12:54 +44:58:26 −5.3 +4.0 4.2 3.0 Overlap with NW stream
Detection 82 00:34:33 +32:36:52 −1.7 −8.7 4.1 3.2
Detection 83 01:21:02 +33:54:07 +8.0 −7.0 4.1 4.0 GC system of background galaxy (UGC 878)
Detection 84 00:19:05 +42:49:13 −4.3 +1.7 4.1 3.7 Overlap with NW stream
Detection 85 00:25:26 +44:45:43 −3.1 +3.6 4.0 3.7
Detection 86 00:22:29 +39:30:50 −3.9 −1.6 4.0 3.7
Detection 87 00:34:02 +45:53:03 −1.5 +4.6 3.9 3.7 Overlap with NW stream
Detection 88 00:48:21 +32:39:51 +1.2 −8.7 3.9 3.2 See Figure 10 (top panels)
Detection 89 00:13:18 +38:23:10 −5.8 −2.7 3.9 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 90 00:12:46 +39:01:31 −5.8 −2.0 3.8 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 91 00:20:14 +34:48:40 −4.7 −6.4 3.8 3.5
Detection 92 23:58:54 +37:35:26 −8.7 −3.2 3.8 3.2
Detection 93 01:03:59 +34:16:01 +4.4 −6.9 3.8 3.2
Detection 94 00:26:48 +44:52:27 −2.8 +3.7 3.8 3.7
Detection 95 00:31:58 +35:15:55 −2.2 −6.0 3.7 3.0
Detection 96 00:11:18 +36:41:50 −6.3 −4.3 3.7 3.5
Detection 97 00:21:01 +42:50:10 −4.0 +1.7 3.7 3.7 Overlap with NW stream
Detection 98 00:20:29 +43:27:14 −4.0 +2.3 3.7 3.7
Detection 99 01:02:27 +36:30:56 +4.0 −4.7 3.7 3.0 Overlap with stream B (Ibata et al. 2007)
Detection 100 00:11:22 +36:05:44 −6.4 −4.9 3.7 3.2
Detection 101 00:14:49 +36:58:02 −5.6 −4.1 3.7 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 102 00:13:55 +44:48:27 −5.1 +3.8 3.7 3.0 Overlap with NW stream
Detection 103 00:35:02 +47:41:48 −1.3 +6.5 3.7 3.0 Overlap with NGC 147 stream
Detection 104 00:15:04 +37:52:55 −5.5 −3.2 3.6 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 105 00:21:05 +35:35:11 −4.4 −5.6 3.6 3.5 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 106 00:18:17 +37:33:42 −4.9 −3.6 3.6 3.0
Detection 107 00:07:18 +38:25:23 −7.0 −2.5 3.5 3.5
Detection 108 00:15:33 +36:34:51 −5.5 −4.5 3.5 3.5 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 109 00:31:59 +49:13:25 −1.8 +8.0 3.5 3.2 Overlap with NGC 147 stream
Detection 110 00:45:20 +33:36:34 +0.5 −7.7 3.5 3.5 See Figure 10 (bottom panels)
Detection 111 23:57:34 +40:02:45 −8.7 −0.7 3.5 3.2
Detection 112 00:52:11 +47:32:55 +1.6 +6.3 3.5 3.0 Star-forming regions in background NGC 278
Detection 113 00:17:13 +37:50:46 −5.1 −3.3 3.4 3.0
Detection 114 00:49:33 +32:28:53 +1.5 −8.8 3.4 3.2
Detection 115 00:10:56 +34:33:30 −6.6 −6.5 3.3 3.2
Detection 116 00:36:12 +47:48:29 −1.1 +6.6 3.3 3.0 Overlap with NGC 147 stream
Detection 117 01:28:33 +41:20:35 +8.6 +0.6 3.3 3.2
Detection 118 01:28:30 +43:04:24 +8.4 +2.4 3.3 3.2
Detection 119 01:00:48 +36:02:39 +3.7 −5.2 3.3 3.0 Overlap with stream B
Detection 120 00:49:31 +34:34:02 +1.4 −6.7 3.3 3.0
Detection 121 00:21:05 +36:56:28 −4.3 −4.2 3.3 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 122 00:19:23 +36:27:28 −4.7 −4.7 3.3 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
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Table 1
(Continued)
Detection α (J2000) δ (J2000) X0 Y0 S Sth Remark
(deg) (deg)
Detection 123 01:27:22 +41:05:23 +8.4 +0.4 3.3 3.2
Detection 124 01:08:11 +37:46:21 +5.0 −3.3 3.3 3.0 Overlap with detection 4 of Wolfe et al. (2013)
Detection 125 00:46:34 +35:03:09 +0.8 −6.2 3.3 3.0
Detection 126 00:59:08 +35:32:51 +3.4 −5.7 3.2 3.0 Overlap with stream B
Detection 127 00:32:22 +49:26:17 −1.7 +8.3 3.2 3.2 Overlap with NGC 147 stream
Detection 128 01:07:32 +48:34:51 +4.1 +7.5 3.2 3.2 At the edge of PAndAS
Detection 129 00:08:50 +40:50:43 −6.4 −0.1 3.2 3.0 Bright star
Detection 130 00:12:14 +38:13:41 −6.0 −2.8 3.1 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 131 00:20:34 +35:57:35 −4.5 −5.2 3.1 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 132 00:33:57 +35:31:51 −1.8 −5.7 3.1 3.0
Detection 133 01:15:15 +38:54:29 +6.3 −2.1 3.1 3.0
Detection 134 00:30:14 +34:58:00 −2.6 −6.3 3.1 3.0
Detection 135 00:15:14 +37:34:10 −5.5 −3.5 3.1 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 136 01:19:49 +41:30:57 +7.0 +0.6 3.1 3.0
Detection 137 00:14:05 +44:46:07 −5.1 +3.7 3.1 3.0
Detection 138 00:15:11 +37:37:06 −5.5 −3.5 3.0 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 139 00:56:18 +35:09:26 +2.8 −6.1 3.0 3.0
Detection 140 00:14:33 +37:07:43 −5.6 −3.9 3.0 3.0
Detection 141 01:13:05 +37:41:59 +6.0 −3.3 3.0 3.0
Detection 142 00:13:31 +37:58:29 −5.8 −3.1 3.0 3.0 Overlap with SW cloud
Detection 143 00:25:24 +35:34:20 −3.5 −5.6 3.0 3.0
The other main feature of this map is the high significance
of all known dwarf galaxies (represented by white squares),
along with the detections of some known GCs (represented
by white triangles). As was the case for the regions around
And XI–XIII, there are also numerous intriguing outer halo,
isolated detections that do not overlap with any known structure.
Rather disappointingly for the search of dwarf galaxies, the
grouping of very significant detections in the region with 5◦ 
X0  9◦ and −9◦  Y0  −7◦ is produced by the NGC 507
group of background elliptical galaxies whose distance means
that their GCs are identified as point sources in PAndAS. In
addition, these GCs distribute themselves in CM space in a
manner that is very similar to RGB stars from an M31 dwarf
galaxy.
Significant detections are selected as above by enforcing a
significance threshold. However, given the varying noise in
Figure 11, we enforce thresholds that vary with distance from
M31. This allows us to optimize the search for locally significant
detections in outer halo regions and is highlighted by the change
in shape of the histograms of S values for different radial annuli,
as shown in Figure 12. In the inner regions of the survey, these
histograms display a more extended distribution at the high end,
whereas the histograms for large distances from M31 are more
akin to that of the And XI–XIII region (Figure 9), until they
contain the stellar debris around M33 (>12◦). The values of Sth
are chosen for each annulus where there is a break between the
bulk of the distribution and the high end, flat tail produced by
detections of dwarf galaxy-like detections. For the two small
innermost annuli (<4◦), conservative values are selected before
the break in the distributions in order to keep detection pixels at
the cost of more false positives.
Applying these significance thresholds yields the map of
detections presented in Figure 13. All of these detections are
listed in Table 1, along with their nature, when known, or
comments on their location when they overlap with known
structures. The code saturates at S = 8.5 for numerical reasons
so the first detections are given in no particular order. Dwarf
galaxies dominate the top of the list, as can be expected from
their direct discovery, and the least significant, And XXVI, is
still found with S = 5.9.
The original PAndAS images were inspected at the location
of all 143 detections. This inspection confirmed the detections
due to the NGC 507 group of background galaxies, allowed for
the recognition of some significantly detected known GCs and
ECs (detections 22, 29, 43, 51, 69, 70, and 72) as well as one
new EC, and point out the odd artifacts (detection 112 and 129).
As could be expected from the signal map, a large fraction of
significant detections overlap with known stellar structures. At
this stage, it is not possible to disentangle real stellar clumps
in the streams from artificial detections that could be due to a
locally inadequate M31 halo contamination model. We therefore
chose to provide an unbiased list that includes the raw output of
the algorithm.
4.2.1. Discovery of the EC PAndAS-31
The algorithm is able to find some GCs when these are bright
or extended enough to be resolved as compact overdensities
of RGB stars at the distance of M31, as exemplified by the
detection of MGC1. Eight such clusters are found automatically:
Bol 514 and 289 (Galleti et al. 2004) in the inner regions,
along with the outer halo cluster H27/MCGC10 (Huxor et al.
2008; Mackey et al. 2007) and HEC12/EC4 (Huxor et al. 2008;
Mackey et al. 2006; Collins et al. 2009), and four other outer
halo GCs that will be presented in detail in A. P. Huxor et al.
(2013, in preparation; PAndAS-02, PAndAS-27, PAndAS-53,
and PAndAS-54). In addition, the algorithm was also able
to discover a new EC, PAndAS-31 (detection 30), located
at (α, δ) = (00:39:54.7, +43:02:59), and undetected by the
thorough search of all PAndAS images by A. P. Huxor et al.
(2013, in preparation).
PAndAS-31 is a faint EC (see Figure 14) that went unnoticed
in the high stellar density region of the M31 inner halo. Its
total magnitude (MV = −4.4 ± 0.2) and size (rh  20 pc) are
typical of low-luminosity ECs (e.g., Huxor et al. 2011). For these
properties, the search of A. P. Huxor et al. (2013, in preparation)
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Figure 14. PAndAS stacked image centered on the EC PAndAS-31 detected by
the algorithm. The image is in the i band and has a size of 2′ × 2′. North is to
the top and east is to the left.
Figure 15. Combined properties of all 39 isolated detections of Table 1. Left-
hand panel: CMD of all point sources within a radius of 2′ of the centroids of
all the detections. An RGB-like grouping of stars is visible near the fiducial old
M31 stellar population with [Fe/H] = −1.7 (gray line). The red dashed polygon
is used to isolate RGB-like stars. Middle panel: field CMD of all stars within
an annulus of identical coverage located at 15′ from the detections’ centroids.
Right-hand panel: the stacked distribution of RGB-like point sources around
the isolated 39 detections. A clear overdensity is visible in the red dashed circle
that corresponds to a radius of 2′.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
is only ∼50% complete, whereas the search algorithm triggers
on the few bright RGB stars that dominate the light of the cluster.
The full list of properties for PAndAS-31 will be given in
the main PAndAS GC catalog (A. P. Huxor et al. 2013, in
preparation).
4.2.2. Isolated Detections
The visual inspection of the images of a handful of the isolated
detections, along with their CMD and stellar distribution, lead
us to believe they are likely genuine dwarf galaxies, fainter
than the currently known ones (MV  −6.5). They share the
properties of the most significant detection in the region of And
XI–XIII, presented in Figure 10. Yet, the low density of most
of the detections listed in Table 1 raises the question of their
reality as the PAndAS data alone cannot clearly confirm they
are authentic. Deep photometric follow-up is necessary for this
confirmation. It is, however, possible to check the collective
validity of the detections by stacking them.
As can be seen in Figure 15, the collective CMD of all catalog
sources within 2′ of the 39 isolated detections contains a clear
Figure 16. Contamination-corrected LFs of the third most significant isolated
detections listed in Table 1 (top panel) and the remaining two thirds (bottom
panel). The error bars were calculated assuming Poisson statistics. The region
hashed in gray corresponds to stars that were not used by the search algorithm to
determine the significance of the detections. The non-zero counts in the hashed
region of the top panel suggests these detections include genuine dwarf galaxies.
grouping of RGB-like stars at i0  22.0 and (g − i)0 ∼ 1.0.
At the same time, the stellar distribution of these stars with
respect to the centroids of the detections displays a significant
stellar overdensity of a few arcminutes on the side, typical
of faint M31 dwarf galaxies. Alone, the presence of these
features is not a proof of the dwarf galaxy nature of these
detections, but only confirms that the algorithm does find what
it is tailored to find (spatially clumped overdensities of stars
that align themselves in the CMD). However, it is interesting to
note that the background-subtracted LF of all stars within 2′ of
these detections remains overdense below the magnitude limit
used to select stars that were used by the search algorithm, in
particular for the most significant of the isolated detections. This
is shown in Figure 16 for which we have split the sample between
the third most significant detections (top panel), and the least
significant two thirds (bottom panel). These LFs are built from
stars with RGB-like colors (accounting for a widening color
range as photometric uncertainties increase) that are located
within 2′ of a detections’ center. They are further corrected from
contamination by subtracting the LF of a corresponding field
population, scaled to the same radius. Looking at this figure,
one should keep in mind that the data become increasingly
incomplete below i0 = 23.5, which plays to counteract the
natural increase of the LF at fainter magnitudes. One can
nevertheless note significant non-zero counts for the LF below
this limit for the top third most significant isolated detections,
confirming the present of stars that are not accounted for in
the field. These stars were not used by the search algorithm,
thereby yielding an independent detections of the reality of at
least some of these detections. The absence of a clear bump
in the LF that would correspond to the presence of a well-
defined horizontal branch could easily be explained by the
likely different distances to all these detections, blurring out
any signal from a faint horizontal branch. The LF of the least
significant isolated detections listed in Table 1 (bottom panel
of Figure 16) shows a very marginal detection of extra stars
fainter than i0 = 23.5, making the reality of these detection less
likely, although, if they are real, these would likely be very faint
dwarf galaxies, and correspondingly much more difficult to find
without deep and complete data.
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As a final note, it is worth mentioning that our detection 124
overlaps with one of the Hi clouds discovered by Wolfe et al.
(2013, their detection 4).
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a generic algorithm to search for stellar
overdensities in a photometric catalog and applied this algorithm
to trawl the PAndAS data set of the surroundings of the
Andromeda galaxy for dwarf galaxies. All known dwarf galaxies
have been found at high significance (S > 5.9) in the list of 143
most significant detections returned by the algorithm. Some GCs
are also detected, and a new EC was discovered (PAndAS-31).
At least some of the algorithm’s unknown detections share the
properties of dwarf galaxies fainter than those currently known
around M31. They should be followed up by the community
with deep photometry, with the hope of confirming the first very
faint M31 satellite dwarf galaxies, likely with properties similar
to Leo IV, or UMa II around the MW, but without the strong
distance bias in the search for such systems within the SDSS
or the Pan-STARRS1 survey (Koposov et al. 2008; Walsh et al.
2009).
The development of an efficient dwarf galaxy search algo-
rithm is not only necessary to potentially unveil even fainter
dwarf galaxies than those currently known (the goal of this
paper), but also it is mandatory to derive the dwarf galaxy
completeness limits of the PAndAS survey. These are cardi-
nal in understanding the global properties of the satellite system
(structure of the satellite system, (an)isotropy, LF, etc.) as they
enable a reliable correction from the survey’s observational ef-
fects, as well as the strong variation of the MW and M31 stellar
halo contamination throughout the survey’s footprint. They will
be derived in an upcoming contribution.
Finally, we wish to emphasize that the search algorithm pre-
sented here is applicable to the search of any source distribution
in a photometric catalog and, even more generically, to any
source distribution in any catalog, inasmuch as reliable models
of the signal and contamination can be computed.
We are grateful to the CFHT observing team for gathering
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the award of an ARC Discovery Project (DP110100678). This
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MegaCam, a joint project of CFHT and CEA/DAPNIA, at
the Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope, which is operated by
the National Research Council (NRC) of Canada, the Institut
National des Sciences de l’Univers of the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) of France, and the University
of Hawaii.
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